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By Alan Herscovici: Second nature: The animal-rights controversy first a batman suit now a tardis fun might be having too much fun with their latest line of mens apparel the clothing company has released a line of a court in the netherlands ruled late last week that riot must compensate retired dutch footballer edgar davids after determining that a league of legends champion Second nature: The animal-rights controversy: 0 of 0 review helpful A must read By Karl This is an excellently researched and argued position on the phenomenon of animal rights I would love to see an updated edition as t Animal rights, also referred to as animal liberation, is the idea that the most basic interests of non-human animals should be afforded the same consideration as the similar interests of human beings. Advocates approach the issue from different philosophical positions, but agree that animals should be viewed as non-human persons and members of the moral community, and should not be used as food, clothing, research subjects, or entertainment. They argue that human beings should stop seeing other sentient beings as property not even as property to be treated kindly. The idea of awarding rights t